
F5 and the 8 Ways to Virtualization
F5 pioneered the concept of breaking up data center virtualization 
technologies into eight unique categories within the data center. Any 
virtualization products or technologies implemented in the data center 
will fall into one of these eight categories. With this paper, F5 discusses 
how it has implemented these same technologies within its own 
product line, helping enterprises get closer to achieving their goal of 
a implementing a complete Virtual Data Center with F5’s Application 
Delivery Networking products.  
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There’s no question that “virtualization” became the IT buzzword of 2007, and 

all indications are that this trend will continue with more gusto in 2008. Having 

already procured a dedicated article in almost all IT trade magazines as well as 

spawning entire conferences, there is still debate in the industry about what the 

term virtualization really means and its scope in the enterprise. The most common 

definitions still focus on operating system (OS) and desktop virtualization; the 

virtualization of the data center is still relatively unchartered territory. 

Earlier this year, F5 addressed the lack of focus on the virtual data center by 

releasing a white paper titled “Virtualization Defined: 8 Ways,” where the 

technical components that make up all parts of the virtual data center were 

broken down into eight unique categories. This paper was more than just a 

market definitions paper: it was the blueprint for how F5 implements these 

different virtualization concepts and then uses these ideas to manage the 

virtual data center. F5 Enterprise Manager™ and the forthcoming ControlPoint 

products provide product proof points for F5’s dedication and commitment to 

total virtual data center management, extending the concepts of the Application 

Ready Network (ARN) into data center management through tools like dynamic 

provisioning of applications. Beyond these two management products, however, 

F5 has implemented various virtualization concepts since the introduction of the 

TMOS architecture in 2004. 

Operating System Virtualization
Since F5 appliances are built on custom hardware, there is no need to run any 

of our network applications on a general-purpose hypervisor (the defining 

characteristic of operating system virtualization). F5’s BIG-IP® architecture enables 

software components to run as modules and interact with the TMM (Traffic 

Management Microkernel) directly, providing a closed system for hardware and 

software optimization. Through F5 iControl™, an open management API, F5 

products can communicate directly with, and even manage, virtual operating 

system infrastructure platforms such as Microsoft’s Hyper-V and VMware’s 

ESX products. This native management integration enables BIG-IP Local Traffic 

Manager™ (LTM), for example, to send instructions directly to ESX instructing it to 

turn up and provision new operating system images when system images reach a 

predetermined performance threshold . 
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http://www.f5.com/pdf/white-papers/virtualization-defined-wp.pdf
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Application Server Virtualization
Using the many:1 (many-to-one) virtualization tenant (where many resources 

are virtualized in a manner to appear as one single service instance), the basic 

principle of application server virtualization turns many servers on the back-end 

into one server on the front-end. This has typically been referred to as a load 

balancer or a reverse proxy. TMOS defined the industry standard for application 

server virtualization, moving the market away from simple load balancing and 

into the more sophisticated world of true Application Delivery Networking 

(ADN). Simply stated, everything F5 builds is created to address application server 

virtualization. While application server virtualization is most frequently associated 

with BIG-IP Local Traffic Manager, F5’s LAN-based Application Delivery Controller 

(ADC), the same technology also applies to BIG-IP Global Traffic Manager, F5’s 

WAN ADC, which makes multiple data centers appear as one over the WAN, as 

well as the secure reverse proxy available in FirePass® SSL VPN. From local ADN 

functions on the LAN in the data center through global ADN with availability and 

delivery over the WAN, F5 core competency is application server virtualization. 

Application Virtualization
Application virtualization is all about delivering the full application to the user over 

any network in any scenario, under any circumstance, and via any environment. 

Unlike web and serverbased applications, application virtualization typically 

refers to delivering complete self-contained “local” applications to the user. 

These are also referred to as complete “virtual environments.” There are some 

components to application virtualization with BIG-IP LTM (primarily concerned 

with parsing the binary data stream that carries these virtual applications over 

the wire and providing application delivery availability), but the majority of F5’s 

support for application virtualization comes through FirePass and BIG-IP® Secure 

Access Manager™ (SAM). FirePass and BIG-IP SAM have dedicated application 

virtualization functions such as the built-in reverse proxy, terminal services 

virtualization, and support for Citrix’s Metaframe and Presentation Server. 
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Management Virtualization
The most direct example of F5’s implementation of management virtualization 

is BIG-IP product auth domains. Auth domains create isolated and secure 

“partitions” for each management function necessary to manage an Application 

Delivery Controller. For example, there may be two administrative partitions on 

BIG-IP LTM: the network partition for managing the network infrastructure—such 

as IP addresses, VLANs, and routing—and the application security partition for 

managing the security policy associated with applications behind BIG-IP LTM. 

When administrators are assigned to a partition, they are isolated within that 

partition so they can only change options within the partition realm. Another 

example is the service provider model, where a partition can be created that 

can manage all attributes associated with a particular application from layer 2 

through layer 7—such as VIPs, nodes, health monitors, routing, etc. Managing a 

complete F5-based Application Delivery Network with Enterprise Manager, F5’s 

device management platform, is another example of management virtualization, 

allowing administrators to manage multiple devices as one single device. 

Network Virtualization
Network virtualization is another virtualization category that F5 has implemented 

since the release of TMOS in 2004. VLAN and SNAT support are the two most 

fundamental examples of network virtualization. While typical data center 

architecture dictates that all network virtualization tasks happen at the edge of 

the data center, F5 appliances support multiple levels of network virtualization 

“behind” the network switching infrastructure, which is propagated all the 

way through application-routing decisions. The ability to carry this information 

through the application session lifecycle enables TMOS to execute context-based 

decision making during application delivery based on virtual network information 

and policies. Policies can be built and shared across multiple public and private 

virtual networks. Additional examples of TMOS-supported network virtualization 

include basic Virtual IPs (VIPs), link aggregation (typically referred to as trunking), 

and rate shaping.
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Hardware Virtualization
Possibly the most critical virtualization category that F5 has implemented to date, 

and definitely the largest commitment, is hardware virtualization. With the release 

of VIPRION, F5 put a stake in the sand of the virtual data center and is proudly 

waving the hardware virtualization choice to go with dynamic virtualization. There 

are two basic types of hardware virtualization: “slicing,” where one resource is 

carved up and pre-allocated to look like many resources, and dynamic, where that 

same one resource is carved up into multiple resources as needed, the opposite 

approach to hardware slicing. As more blades and resources are added to the 

VIPRION chassis, resources for application traffic management are consumed 

as need across all blades. Although most solutions today opt for slicing; in an 

enterprise data center, slicing arbitrarily limits what each “sliced”, pre-allocated 

resource can do and how they can grow. Dynamic provisioning and real-time 

capacity allocation and provisioning is a crucial component of the virtual data 

center, as “pre-sliced” hardware allocation is unable to achieve this requirement. 

Dynamic allocation of virtual hardware resources is the only path to true dynamic 

provisioning in the virtual data center, allowing the data center and application 

delivery resources to grow as needed, as capacity and resource dictates. 

Storage Virtualization
Within the virtual data center, both types of storage virtualization (block and 

file) are important components. For F5’s part in the virtual Application Delivery 

Network, file virtualization is managed by the F5 Acopia ARX appliances and its 

FreedomFabric network operating system, which creates a global namespace 

of file locations (supporting both Windows and Unix file servers) anywhere on 

the ADN wire, providing access to files regardless of their location or physical 

proximity to any single data center. F5 Acopia ARX also supports real-time data 

migration, storage tiering (dynamic allocation of critical files to critical storage 

infrastructure), and file-based load balancing. Within the data center Application 

Delivery Network, ARX dynamically allocates file resources based on need, usage 

patterns, and access restrictions of the applications on the network, all enforced 

and governed by management virtualization policies.  
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Service Virtualization
It is safe to state that F5’s entire business is built upon and designed around the idea 

of providing any application to any user under any circumstance. This idea is the core 

principle of service virtualization and ultimately the reason for creating the virtual data 

center. F5’s Application Ready Network (ARN) is an excellent example of service 

virtualization in action: the ARN is an architecture implementation designed to deliver 

applications “on demand.” If a user is accessing a SharePoint service over a satellite 

link in the woods, or a dial-up link from an airport public phone, or on the move via 

their mobile phone, or even over their home broadband connection, the goal is simply 

access and availability to the application data. The ARN architecture components are 

responsible for piecing together the various connection limitation and access scenarios 

on the fly and providing seamless access to the application services; this is also the 

core concept of the virtual data centerService virtualization, in a nutshell, is the unified 

orchestration of the virtual data center.  

Conclusion
While many companies are content to languish in their siloed corners of the data 

center, F5 is blazing a new trail by bringing all parts of the data center together 

to achieve one common goal: deliver the best possible application availability, 

performance, and security to users. As enterprises begin to move forward and 

build fully virtualized data centers, F5 will be leading the way, with both vision 

and product, with them to achieve their goals. Whether they are looking to save 

space in one data center or add a global virtualization overlay between all data 

centers, F5 has built technology to support this migration in the only way that 

customers can be successful. 

http://www.f5.com/solution-center/application-guides/application-ready-network-guides/overview.html



